Our goal is to provide operational excellence every day.

QUICK • CORRECT • COMPLETE

QUICK
UPS orders received before 2 PM ship SAME DAY!
LTL orders ship within 24 HOURS, and sometimes SAME DAY!

CORRECT
We pull and ship THOUSANDS of lines daily!
Our order accuracy is possible due to an extensive checking process.

COMPLETE
With over 18,000 SKUs across 14 categories, we have products on-hand to provide exactly what you need, when you need it! A complete order is always our goal!

WE GOT IT!
Your customer needs it quick, correct, and complete. We deliver what you need, when you need it!
We stay until we get the job done!

Your Go-To PROVIDER
At Jones Stephens, we want to make sure you can focus on what’s most important - your customers. Leave the rest to us.

Let Jones Stephens be your “go-to provider” on all products on all product categories. The next time your primary source lets you down, think Jones Stephens.

Visit www.jonesstephens.com for more information.